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but I know some of you will. But I hope you don't.

Put an F under that column if it is figurative.And of course if it

is partly eack, then s sometimes you can divide it up into two predic

tions. One literal and one figurative, or if ± it is partly each, then

you can make a note over in the remarks column. Then comes the next

letters. I means immediately. That is if Jer. tells Zech, some

thing about himself. It is something that is.going to happen right soor.

that is immediately. Now N, near, I am considering near,-here, as

being going into exile. That is near. Now in Jer. 's day, immediate

and near are so close, it doesn't matter which one you put down.

Nwx Near is going into exile, in Isa. T case there are Zl50 years

difference, and it wouldnt be near. And then D means distant, and

that is return from exile. Near is going into exile, and

distant is g returning from exile. And V mean very distant, and that

means. anything beyond the p ±x period of the return

from exile. Now that is what those means.

Now you will notice that at the end I have problems and remarks

overlapping. That is so that wherever you have a problem you can start

it right next the the V. So that we can run our eye down and see what

problems you have ±x listed under each one. Any problem that

occurs to you in connection with the interpretation of it, just jot it

" down thereunder problems and if it is just a remark and not a: problem,'
ova

then start it a little further to the right. Now that is all, and

I am afraid that I have kept you a little over.... (end of the record)
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